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THE IMPORTANCE OF HONEYBEES
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Spotlight on Entertainer of the Month: Bob Bunz

HISTORY LESSON

by Marilee Free

Tuesday Feb. 18, 6:30 pm

at Francis Tracy Garden Center 94040 Overseas Hwy. (MM 94 bayside)

Guest Speaker: John David, Founder of Keez Beez

Bob Bunz with the
band (L-R): Jon
Henderson, Arno
Lamb, Bob Bunz,
Dale Henderson
and John Baxter,
who often plays
with the band.

He will focus on the role of honeybees as major
pollinators, their history, their effects on our environment,
and what goes on inside a bee hive on a daily basis.
Our meetings, workshops and special events provide education
and information on the fun of gardening in the Keys.
Come grow with us! All are welcome.

gardenclubupperkeys.org GardenClubUpperKeys@gmail.com

Question: How many days in a week?
Answer: 6 Saturdays, 1 Sunday
Question: When is a retiree’s bedtime?
Answer: Two hours after falling asleep on the couch.
Question: How many retirees does it take
to change a light bulb?
Answer: Only one, but it might take all day.
Question: What's the biggest gripe of retirees?
Answer: There is not enough time to get everything
done.
Question: Why don't retirees mind being called Seniors?
Answer: The term comes with a 10% discount.
Question: Among retirees, what is considered formal attire?
Answer: Tied shoes.

The Buffalo Bills barely lost a
game in 1970 by missing on a
bad pass for a touchdown. The
loss allowed them to get the
first pick in the draft, where
they took O.J. Simpson.
O.J. lived in Buffalo where he
met his wife Nicole. Later, in
L.A., he allegedly killed her. He
then hired Robert Kardashian to
be his lawyer, and they won the
case, making the Kardashian
family somewhat famous. Then
Kim drops the sex tape and
becomes really famous.

So basically the 1970 Buffalo
Bills are the reason we have to
deal with the Kardashians
today. If they would have won
that one game, they wouldn't
have had the pick to get O.J., so
he would have never met
Nicole, and thus never had the
chance to kill her, preventing
the entire Kardashian family
from ever being even a sliver of
a subject in modem culture.
Damn you Buffalo Bills.
Damn you.

How I’m Protecting My Keys Home in 2020
Took down our Rebel flag
and peeled the NRA sticker
off the front door. We've
disconnected our home
alarm system and quit our
candy-ass Neighborhood
Watch.
Bought two Pakistani flags
on eBay and raised them in

the front yard, one at each
corner, plus a black flag of
ISIS in the center. Now, the
local police, sheriff, FBI, CIA,
NSA, Homeland Security,
Secret Service and other
agencies are all watching
the house 24/7. I've never
felt safer and we're saving
$49.95 a month.

Long-time local karaoke
legend Bob Bunz with his
band the Funkin‛ Soul Rock
Revue can be seen wowing
the crowds at various
fundraisers and events.
The Revue consists of Arno
Lamb ripping lead guitar,
Jon Henderson playing
rhythm guitar, Dale Henderson thumbs the Bass,
Pete Baldwin serenading on
sax and keys, and Angel
banging on the drums. Bob
always sparkles and shines
with glittery outfits and
shoes that light up. His
amazing voice and Motown
style gets the crowds up
and dancing with high

Always colorful, and always fun!

energy. His band recently
performed at the Ralphie
Smith Bra Walk Strides
Against Cancer event at
the Caribbean Club. He

Cakes for all occasions.

does special events, private
parties and charity functions often with the ‘FSR
Revue.‛ To book an event
call 305-664-1030.
You can catch Bob doing
his Karaoke show at the
Elks Lodge in Tavernier one
Friday every month. “There
is nothing more exhilarating than the feeling I get
from the crowds, when the
energy I give performing
comes back.” Bob has a
magic ability to make
people move and groove,
and he loves it.
Bob‛s older brother
John was his biggest motivation to sing growing up.

John was a self-taught
musical prodigy, he had an
amazing voice and could
play any instrument he
picked up. Not to be overshadowed by his big
brother, Bob started singing at age 12 with the
church men‛s groups. He
was mentored by two
friends, Ruben and Randy,
when they realized his
talented abilities and ease
of range from baritone to
falsetto.
When I first met Bob
in 1996, we were both
karaoke hosts at Woody‛s
in the pre-strip club days.
We were competing in a
contest for Aretha Franklin concert tickets and a
limo ride to the show. Bob
showed up dressed as
Aretha and sang ‘Never
Loved a Man‛ and brought
the house down. Needless
to say, I didn‛t win that
contest! That left a lasting
impression and started our
20+ year friendship.
Bob moved to the Keys
from Philadelphia in 1992,
shortly after Hurricane
Andrew had blown through.
As he was driving through
the devastation, he remembers thinking, “What did I
get myself into?” But it all
worked out well. He first
worked as Head Baker at
Ocean Reef, then for the

bakery at Publix in Key
Largo and Key West.
His dream of owning a
restaurant came true soon
after that, when he took
over the Islamorada Restaurant and Bakery, which
is now called Bob‛s Bunz.
With his culinary
degrees and apprenticeships from Longwood Gardens and Hotel on Top of
Bellevue in Philadelphia, he
was on his way to creating
artistic delights that satisfy every palate.
Bob‛s Bunz Restaurant
and Bakery is open 7 days a
week from 6am – 2pm for
breakfast and lunch, serving home-style comfort
food that combines the
Keys with Philly flare. In
the bakery, he decorates
amazing wedding cakes and
makes mouth-watering
home-made pastries. His
most famous creations are
his cinnamon and sticky
buns.

Bob and his Bunz!

